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Initiative to bring social change…
College under the aegis of NSS and the Department of Education
started a collaborative initiative called “Beyond the Classroom” with
neighbouring MCD schools. This program is a synergetic interdepartmental engagement for meaningful and impactful social
change.
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I N I T I AT I V E T O B R I N G S O C I A L C HA N G E …

This programme was the initiative of Dr. Nita N. Kumar (Principal, SPM College) and Dr. Veena Kapur
(Associate Professor, Education Department) with the vision of change and empowerment for the children
and it gave an excellent opportunity to students of SPM College to be part of that journey of change. The
purpose of it is to strengthen the ties of college with a local community and to share knowledge and
expertise for social upliftment and welfare.
It was divided into two phases: First phase was successfully completed in the month of June, 2016 wherein
B.El.Ed third and fourth-year students had shared their experiences, knowledge and an innovative base
with students of other departments of our college. Second phase was concluded with great enthusiasm
wherein NSS (National Social Service) students went to neighbouring MCD schools for one complete
session (2016-17) and assisted the school children using multiple ways of engagement like organizing arts
and crafts activities, theatre activities, puppet shows, helped in their homework through various inventive
and fun methods etc.
Few excerpts of the NSS students about their experience during the programme:
Engagement with the children in the school was a great learning experience for me and as well
for children. It provided me an opportunity to develop in-depth insights on children’s lives, their
dilemmas, learning and social problems and how as a responsible citizen I can help them to
bring a change in them.
-

Sarika, NSS Student

This programme helped me in creating classrooms that not only help in improving learning but
also helped me in sensitizing towards the existing problems of an education system. The best
part was that it helped me in touching the lives of children and bringing meaningful change.
-

Nisha, NSS Student

This drive captures the whole essence for which the teaching fraternity stands and strive for- be the change
to see the change.
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Glimpse of the programme “Beyond the Classroom”
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together about
application of
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Let's learn by doing.
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